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POTS, PANS, AND PEOPLE: CERAMIC ECOLOGY IN WEST 
MEXICO 

Eduardo Wis (Univsidd de Michoac4n, ma, Mexio) 

'Unless ceramic sudies lead to a better understanding of he cultural conext in 
which he objects were mde and used, they form a sterile record of limied 
worth.' (Matson 1965:202) 

Introduction 
Pottery has been by far the rchaeologist's favourite item of maerial 

culture since the inception of systematic archaeological research. This is 
particularly rue in areas such as Mesoamerica, where other remains of past 
behaviour,(e.g. extiles, wooden artifacts, animal skins, etc.) are normally not 
preserved. Potey is in most instances he best-preserved and most abundant 
aspect of maerial culure that has come down to us rom the Prehispanic past. 
Therefoe, pottery analysis has been used for a myriad applications: to 
establish chronologies, to identify activity areas, to define site structure and 
dimensions, nd to sudy unerary customs, eligious beliefs, rade, and so on. 

However, many processual questions regrding pattens of ceramic 
production, use and discard in he past cannot be fully answered using 
traditional archaeological techniques. Therefore, many archaeologists have 
tuned to the observaion of present-day poters, an appoach termed 'ceramic 
ethnoarchaeology' (Kramer 1985). This kind of research 'has covered a broad 
topical range, dealing with matters relating to technology, taxonomy, vessel 
function, longevity, recycling and disposal, division of labour, leaning, 
style, ethnicity, disribuion, and echnological and stylistic change' (Kramer 
1985:78). 

Some of these studies of present-day potters have been caried out 
within a 'cultural ecology' ramework, thus giving birth to what has been 
termed 'ceramic ecology.' The concept of ceramic ecology was first postulated 
almost three decades ago by Matson (1965), and it has recently been deined by 
Kolb (1989:309) as the relationship of the physical and biological 
environment, man as a genetic and behavioral organism, nd man's cultural 
manifestations, with special emphasis on the total range of the ceramic 
complex (rom selection of raw materials, mnufacture, and decoation, through 
distribution, consuption, and discard). 

Ceramic ecology is a contextual approach to ceramic analysis (see 
Figure 1) in which he investigator seeks to place technical data into both an 
ecological and a sociocultural rame of reference by relating the raw maerial 
resources (clays nd aplasics) o the production and use of he ceramic products 
(Rice 1987:314; Kolb 1989:285). The final step of a ceramic ecological 
investigation links the data on envionmental and sociotechnological factors 
of pottey making to the broader role of pottery in a culture. This kind of 
analysis deals with such features as economic organization (local and long 
distance trade arrangements), kinship structure, settlement patterns, 
demographic factors, ceremonial or ritual activities, and so forth (Rice 
1987:317). 
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CERAMIC ECOLOGY: 

Fig. 1. Ceramic ecology diagram • •  the ceramic complex (after Kolb 1989: 
ig.3) 

Little is known about the interrelationship of environment and 
ceramic specialization, and many questions still remain to be answered, for 
example: What factors favor or limit the development of ceramic 
specialization? Why did pottery apparently arise in some places nd not in 
others? One way to answer these questions is to explore the environmental 
interelationships of a moden pottery-making community and apply the 
results to the prehistory of that region (Anold 1975:183). 

The Potters 
This study is cenred on the village of Teponahuasco, Jalisco, a small 

peasant community (ca 120 inhabitants) located within the municipality of 
Cuquio, Jalisco, some 80 . northeast of Guadalajara (fig. 2). The majoriy of 
the people re dedicaed to agriculture, wih ca 20-30% of households dedicated 
to pottery production on a part-time basis. Part of the year (June-January) is 
spent on agricultural activities, and the rest of the time is dedicated to other 
activities, among hem production of ceramics. The production of pottery here 
is a cultural rait that has remained relatively unchanged for many generations. 
Many of the techniques still employed today were introduced by the Spanish 
shortly after the Conquest, while othes may be Prehipanic in origin. There is 
no barrio (Le. sector) in Teponahuasco where the ceramic production is 
concenrated, in conrast with biggr nd more urbanized communiies, such as 
San Macos, Jalisco (Weigand and Weignd 1989). Instead, ceramic production 
is carried out on a srictly domestic level in houses scattered througOut the 
community. Each pottery-mking house has its own kiln, which may be in the 
backyard or outside the house, by the pavement. Also an rea is provided inside 
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he house for the drying of ud pos, usually in he open or under a roof. The 
modelling of ceramic artifacts can be done in a seprate room, designated for 
that purpose only, or sometimes it is caried out in other areas such as the 
kitchen. 

\ 
\ 

\ 

Fig. 2. Sites mentioned In text: 1) Guadalajara, 2) Cuqufo. 3} 
Teponahuasco, 4) Tlacotin. 

There is a certain degree of specializaion of producion, in that some 
households produce solely c{Jaros jugs) for crrying water, some make ollas 
(pots) and cazuelas (pns) for cooking, large ollas for the fermentation of 
tejuino (a maize beer), or even drain-pipes and flower pots. Some of the 
ceramic vessels re made using a mould, such as the olla and cazuela. The toro 
or potter's wheel is used mainly for polishing or giving the finishing touches 
o the ouside of he vessel. Some complex forms, such as the cantaro, e mde 
in two stages: first the botom half of the vessel s made with a mould, nd hen 
he upper portion and neck e consructed out of coils of clay. This is a very 
laborious and time-consuming process, in comparison with vessels that are 
entrely mould-made. 

Once he clay vessel has been made, it is let o dry under he shade for 
approximately one day before firing. Dry weather is essential for this, as 
excess humidity will prevent the clay from drying properly, and the vessels 
may crack while being fired. The kiln used for firing the clay vessels is of 
European origin, inroduced by the Spanish to Mexico ater the Conquest 
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(Foster 1967). The European kiln conrasts markedly with the Indian kilns still 
used in many pars of Mexico and Cenral America, which consist of little moe 
than a hearth, covered with wood and branches (Deal 1988:Figures 7-8). Few 
kilns have been reported rom archaeological excavations in Mesoamerica. 
Some of these were apparently complex sructures, indicaing the existence of a 
sophisticated firing technology in ancient times. For instance, the best
known examples of Prehispanic pottery kilns come from Tlaxcala (Abascal 
1973), Lambytieco (Swezey 1973) and Monte Alb�n, Oaxaca ( Winter and Paine 
1976), and Peiitas, Nayarit (Bordaz 1964). However, more research is needed 
into this aspect of ancient ceramic technology before we have a clear picture of 
the technical characteristics of Prehispanic kilns. 

A typical kiln in Teponahuasco can hold a maximum of 

approximately 30 medium-sized ollas, two cargas * of wood being needed o 
fire them properly, and the firing time being 3-4 hours, with the pots left 
ovenight o cool down slowly inside the kiln. 

Most of the potters nowadays buy the firewood they need for firing 
the kilns rom wood cutters who are also part-time farmers, but 20 or 30 years 
ago the potters used o get their own firewood, some having their own donkeys 
for ransportation of the fuel. Firewood is brought from a place some distance 
south of Teponahuasco, as the village's immediate area is now almost totally 
devoid of trees, a condition that has resulted from he unresricted exploitaion 
of the forests. 

All potters have equal access to a plot of land where they extract the 
clay for making their ceramic vessels. This is located near the village school, 
within easy access, and forms part of the ejido, or communal lands. 

In this community the basic social unit of ceramic production is the 
household, composed in most cases of a nuclear family or small extended 
family. There is a great degree of variation in terms of family size and 
orgnization; in some cases the mother is the only one who makes pottery, 
with some help from her husband, who, for example, gathers firewood and 
exracts the clay. In other cases it is the husband who makes and Ires the pots, 
with only marginal help rom his wife, and in still other cases the sons and 
daughters also help in the production process. The sons may also help with 
more strenuous activities, for example breaking up the clay into small 
ragments (this can be done using a pickaxe or a big stone o break the lumps), 
while he daughers may assist their mothers in modelling the pots. However, it 
is apparent that the younger generations in this area are not attracted o the 
pottery craft. In ll cases active potters re older people, and they complain 
that their sons and daughters are simply not interested in continuing with the 
family radition. It herefore appears that pottery production in this area is 
dying out. 

Teponahuasco is not the only community in the region that produces 
pottery. Other towns as well, such as Cuqufo and Tlacot�n (see map) share 
many traits with Teponahuasco, and they also face the problem of pottery 
production no longer being an economically attractive enterprise. In Cuqufo, 

*
his en refers to a lad of irewood, or the weight usually aid by a donkey, which is 

aproximately 40 kilograms. 
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for example, there is a very distinctive style of pottery, which was common in 
the rea mny years ago, but is now poduced by only one n. There is no one 
interested in acquiring this nowledge rom him, so n entire ceramic syle is 
likely to disappear when this potter is no longer active. In Tlacotan only one 
family is let that produces pottey, and they complain that few people now buy 
their wares. The public now seems to prefer mass-produced cooking and 
serving vessels, and the 'raditional,' village-cenred potters are in most cases 
no longer able to support hemselves from pottey production alone. 

Most of he potery produced in Teponahuasco is sold locally. Every 
Friday during the dry season the potters display their wares around he plaza, in 
ront of the chrch. There e mny vendors, and mny people come rom the 
neighbouring towns and om far-away (even as far aield as he United States) 
to visit the church and also to buy pottery. Ceramic production in 
Teponahuasco is a part-time activiy as most "poers" (whether male or female) 
have some agricultural lnd. Agriculture is a factor against the increased 
intensity of the craft, since pottery making must be interrupted to perfom 
agricultural tasks (Anold 1989:226). The conditions that favour agriculture 
may not always be adequate for ceramic poduction. Pottery making requires 
clear, dy weather, so it may be limited to a part-time activity, altenating wih 
agriculture (Amold 1975: 193). 

Furthermore, weather and climate together constitute a regulatory 
mechanism imposed on ceramic production. First of all, raw material sources 
may be inaccessible during rainy weather and mining the clay may be 
dangerous. Secondly, rain may prevent raw ceramic maerials rom drying 
properly, impairing paste qUality. Lastly, cold or damp weather often increases 
he time necessy to complete a pottery vessel, particularly dying time, to 
such a degree that pottery making is impractical and unproductive (Anold 
1989:61-66). 

These climatological consraints on pottery producion are present in 
most of the New World ropics. For example, in Quinua, Peru, the main eason 
for the lack of full-time specialization is the weather. Excessive humidity 
during the rainy season prevents potters from drying their fuel or pots, and in 
addition to this they consider the rainy season too cold for making pottery. 
Thus, little is made at this ime, the potter undertaking agricultural activiies in 
order to povide food for his family (Amold 1975:189). 

In Rabinal, Guatemala, pottery making is caried out only during the 
dry season, and production stops completely during the first few weeks of the 
rainy season so the fields can be prepared and planted (Reina nd Hill 
1978:140). Most of Middle America shes in this patten of altenating dy 
nd wet seasons, with negaive consequences for pottery production. For 
example, in the Mazahua region of cenral Mexico, potters find it impossible 
to excavate the clay during the rainy season, nd extremely difficult to 
rnport it because of almost ipassable roads and foopaths. Firing the kilns 
is generally imposible during rainfall, as most kilns are open at the top, and 
the lower part of the kiln, where he ire s made, fills up with water (Papousek 
1981:58). 
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Implications for archaeology 
Ecological factors affecting ceramic production or disibution have 

rarely been taken into account by archaeologists when equating areas of 
ceramic disribution with 'culture areas'. Many years ago Isabel Kelly, in her 
day doyenne of West Mexicn archaeologists, presented a map illusrating 
several 'ceramic provinces' (Kelly 1948:Figue on p. IX), which was ment o 
illusrate the cultural configuration of most of the westen area of Mesoamerica 
during Prehispanic times. Pedro Armillas presented a similar map in the same 
volume (Armillas 1948:Figure on p.xI), and these ideas were accepted by most 
archaeologists, to the extent that 'ceramic provinces became congealed as 
realities, and the result was an ongoing ceramocenric focus for archaeology 
that has poved very difficult o reconcile with anthropological or sociological 
observations. The 'ceramic provinces' were equated to 'cultures' ( Weigand 
1991:4). 

According to Anold (1989:98), 'centers of ceramic production have 
at least some climatic base and would not necessarily relect culture-historical 
forces in the ancient society. Thus, ceramic history, while revealing important 
aspects of technological history, would not necessarily reveal a culture 
history'. A case in point would be the situation in the Prehispanic Andes, 
where 'there are places which we know, rom historical records, to have been a 
part of the Inca empire, but which have very little or virtually no Inca potery 
on or in their archaeological sites' ( Willey 1991:26). A similar situation is 
reported rom Prehispanic Oaxaca, where 'archaeological materials in the 
Valley [of Oaxaca] have not been linked to the incursions of the Mexicas' 
( Whitecotton 1977:126). These two examples illustrate the inability of 
potery per se to provide a clear image of prehistoric cultural developments. 

Conclusions 
Many archaeologists working in West Mexico as well as in other 

areas have atempted to econsruct the area's culure history based on ceramic 
analysis, taking the disibution of different ceramic types on the surface as 
indicative of different cultural areas. This view, while useful if considered 
judiciously, cn become a rigid framework that impedes a clear perception of 
processual issues of cultural evolution. As we have seen, its major flaw is that 
it ignores ecological factors that afected cultural behaviour in ancient times. 

The study of present-day potery-manufacturing communities can give 
us an insight into the dynamics of ceraic production in the global context of 
culture. The ecological approach can help us address such issues as the 
development of pottery as a full-time activity. As we have seen in the 
examples discussed above, agriculture can function as a factor that limits the 
development of ceramic specialization, and the disibution of ceraic cenres 
may be govened by ecological factors as much as by cultural ones. This fact 
should be taken into consideration when rying to reconsruct cultural history 
on the basis of ceramic disibution. 
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